




headquartered; so as to facilitate traceback during a foodborne illness
outbreaks.

 
5. Root Cause Analysis:  The leafy greens industry needs to develop a turn key

means to embark upon root cause analysis whenever a field of leafy greens
tests positive (pre-harvest) or finished product testing (RACs or fresh-cut) tests
positive for the presence of human pathogens.  Associated meta data with the
aim of determining the likely contributing factors that led to contamination
should also be collected.  This must funded by industry to have a clearinghouse
of big data and a ready assembled root cause analysis team ready to engage in
short timeframes. This could be done by CPS or via LGMA funds.

6. Research:  Leafy greens growers and fresh-cut processor via pre-harvest
testing, associated meta data analysis and root cause analysis have important
leading hypotheses regarding likely potential contributing factors that need to be
fully investigated  (e.g. contamination of heat treated chicken pellets, prevalence
of human pathogens in various crops, human pathogen prevalence by irrigation
district/canal). These leading hypotheses need to shared with researchers so
that researchers can validate or refute these leading hypotheses regarding likely
contributing factors associated with contamination of leafy greens. Industry
needs to inform and fund this research.

7. Water Treatments:
a. Validation: A standardized means to validate water treatment systems

using commonly use ag water disinfectants (e.g. NaOCl, Calcium
Hypochlorite & ClO2) is needed. This development of this validation
protocol could be done at CFSAN ORS, IFSH or funded by CPS.  Key
process variables around the use of such treatments would also have to
be defined during the validation studies (e.g. maximum turbidity, total or
suspended soluble solids and other key variable that effect human
pathogen kill rates) parameters around the use of these ag water
disinfectants. This means of validation could then be used by chemical
suppliers to get U.S. EPA and Cal EPA approved use status to eliminate
human pathogens in ag water at the urging of leafy greens growers and
their trade orgs. 

b. Short-Term:

                                                       i.      The industry and/or FDA needs to consider an emergency
request for allowed use of some ag water disinfectant chemicals
by U.S. EPA and Cal EPA for specific scenario’s.

                                                     ii.      Determine if other labeled use rates (e.g. for microbial potability)
may be recommended by the LGMA’s for use to assist with
human pathogens control uses.

8. Validation & Verification:  The AZ and CA LGMA should consider expanding
audits outside of just leafy greens farms to suppliers of key leafy greens
production inputs, for example of heat treated chicken pellet manufacturers. The
intent would be to assure that validated and verified processes are being used;
possibly even sampling materials and assuring that post processing
contamination is not occurring.  This would be a big value-added operation for
LGMA members whom simply cannot conduct such audits and now rely on
letters of guarantee regarding the inputs that they purchase.      

 
 





Ag Water Standard Update: Reconsider AZ LGMA ag water
standard using generic E. coli as the analyte.
Ag Water Treatments:

Validation of ag water treatment protocols
Consider an emergency request for allowed use of some ag
water disinfectant chemicals by U.S.  

Ag Input Validation & Verification of Soil Amendment Inputs: 
The AZ and CA LGMA should consider expanding audits outside of
just leafy greens farms to suppliers of key leafy greens production
inputs, for example of heat treated chicken pellet manufacturers. The
intent would be to assure that validated and verified processes are
being used; possibly even sampling materials and assuring that post
processing contamination is not occurring. 
Mandatory Pre-Harvest Pathogen Testing & Root Cause
Analysis:  The leafy greens industry should strongly consider
mandatory pre-harvest testing for LGMA members and develop a
turn key means to embark upon root cause analysis whenever a field
of leafy greens tests positive (pre-harvest) or finished product testing
(RACs or fresh-cut) tests positive for the presence of human
pathogens. 
Research:  Leading hypotheses regarding likely potential
contributing factors associated with pre-harvest sample positive
results need to be shared with researchers so that researchers can
validate or refute these leading hypotheses regarding likely
contributing factors associated with contamination of leafy greens.
Industry needs to inform and fund this research.
Provenance Labeling:  The leafy greens industry needs to develop
and implement a means of identifying the provenance or origin of all
leafy greens products forward in the supply chain; not simply where
a farm/firm is headquartered; so as to facilitate traceback during a
foodborne illness outbreaks.

 
They should urged by FDA and CDC Sr. Leadership to clean up their own backyard
before a public health disaster happens again.
 
No action needed today but food for thought over the weekend.
 
Please share your thoughts on how to best use this valuable information because
time is of the essence, and we are at a highly teachable moment.
 
Best Regards,
 
Jim Gorny, Ph.D.
Sr. Science Advisor for Produce Safety

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 










